
At the Request of Her Lady
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Ammonia Pük was not an attractive female by human standards, being a half-orc this was to be expected. Of
course, Ammonia was not attractive by orcish standards either. But her looks did not matter, nor did the
unpleasant details of her dubious past. What mattered right now (aside from the truly excellent fried cruthux leg
on which she was gnawing) was that her patron Lady was outlining the details of a mission.

The two were alone in a quiet sitting room where the sun played across an opulent carpet. Her Lady strode back
and forth, her back purposefully straight to fight the natural bent of age. Spreading her wizened hands for
emphasis, the old woman said, “This one is important, Ammonia dear.”

Ammonia glanced up and hurriedly wiped a trail of cruthux grease from her less than dainty chin.

Her Lady continued, “We know of an abandoned city-state in the hinterlands to the north of Lark's Song. This
place has no name, but legends hold that it was once a frontier station built by the followers of Erathis. The
legends also hold that it is has been... corrupted.”

Ammonia was not particularly adept at reading between the lines – or reading lines period. However, she had
lived long enough in the midst of corruption to know that it was not a good thing. And something about the way
her Lady said the word sent a small chill down her spine. Ammonia set her half-eaten cruthux leg on the table.

“You are to leave Lark's Song tomorrow and travel as fast as you can by horse. I know you are stealthy enough
to avoid the orcish raiding parties, but once you near the mountain ranges that look down upon the Erathis city-
state, you will need a different tactic. The orcs move out in the open and you will need to use your... racial
benefits to pass unimpeded.”

“Oh, and you won't be going alone.”

Ringing a bell, the Lady ushered in a young woman with facial tattoos and intricate dress. The woman made no
greeting, but stared straight ahead as if in a trance. After an uncomfortable silence, Ammonia's patron Lady
made the introductions.

“Ammonia, this is Richelle, cultist of Erathis. With the cult's blessing, she will accompany you to-”

Richelle interrupted in a clipped monotone, “Erathis' Folly.”

The Lady raised an eyebrow and continued, “Yes, apparently the cultists have their own name for this place.
Richelle may not provide you with the most joyous of company, but she will be indispensable when your need is
greatest.”

“Now,” Ammonia's patron said, clapping her hands together in a show of cheery bravado, “off with you both and
may Erathis see you home safely.”

*****

The journey was mostly uneventful. When Ammonia was unable to hide herself and Richelle, she played the part
of an orcish slave trader. Richelle said little and was perfectly compliant in all matters. Ammonia frequently felt
the need to poke the cultist in the cheek just to try to illicit a response, but she restrained herself. The weather
grew chilly as they traversed the foothills that soon gave rise to the mountain ranges that Ammonia's Lady had
said marked the edge of the hinterlands.

When they arrived at Erathis' Folly, Ammonia's first impression
was of an abandoned ruin. The city-state was surrounded by a
crumbling wall and guarded at the rear by a modest castle.
Behind the castle, an icy river separated the city-state from the
mountains beyond.

Ammonia was wondering what use this decaying collection of
stonework would have for anyone when she began to notice signs
of life – bits of fresh garbage, smoke from a cooking fire or two,
and a bone-thin dog trotting across the street. The half-orc looked
to Richelle for a reaction, received none as expected, and entered
Erathis' Folly.

Happening upon what appeared to be the semblance of an inn
with a battered sign that read “The Rusty Nail”, Ammonia found



herself in something of a melting pot - humans, halfings, dwarves, and even elves. Elves were not high on
Ammonia's list of favorite races. She had always felt they were sneering at her, looking down on those less
fortunate than themselves. Elves acted like they had important business to attend to, but in reality all they did
was ride pretty ponies, have servants comb their ridiculously long hair, and play overpriced flutes. And lutes too,
Ammonia imagined, the lute was a prissy enough instrument for an elf to enjoy.

She was prepared to fix her beady eyes on the elves in a full frontal glare, when she noticed that she was not
the only one with a glare on their face. In fact, many of the inn's patrons were giving her some nasty looks.
Ammonia was not the type to sit in a high tower pondering lost civilizations and deciphering ritual books, but she
had enough wisdom of the streets to recognize the stirrings of a mob mentality. Ammonia put a hand on
Richelle's shoulder and began to back out of the inn.

Her slow retreat was interrupted by a surly man wearing stained coveralls. Ignoring Ammonia, the man spoke
directly to Richelle, "Look here, 'madam', we don't serve their kind here." The malcontent gestured at Ammonia,
his eyes never dignifying her with a glance. Ammonia looked around the room and saw that many of the patrons
were watching this exchange with tense interest.

Unfortunately, Richelle remained mute and stared ahead as if the two were not about to be lynched by the crazy
inhabitants of Erathis' Folly. Ammonia was not known for bursts of inspiration, but sensing that her life was on
the line, she found herself acting on instinct.

“You need not fear, gentle people!” Ammonia rasped in her broken violin voice. “We are but entertainers looking
for some companionship and a warm hearth.”

This outburst was greeted with looks of incredulity and aggressive skepticism. Still barely aware of her own
actions, Ammonia stepped onto a chair and rasped out the following limerick:

There was a young man from Brindol
The ladies' hearts he did kindle
For his sword was as long,
As it was strong,
And women's eyes they did twinkle!

The young man never bore much guilt
For the lovers whom he did jilt
But the women, he learned,
Would not be spurned,
And snapped off his sword at the hilt!

For a moment there was shocked silence, then to Ammonia's relief the inn erupted in raucous laughter. Drinks
were passed around, and Ammonia was grudgingly accepted into the inn's social circle. The festivities lasted
well into the night, the light of the Rusty Nail glowing warmly into the surrounding darkness. Ammonia slept well
that evening, and well she should, for the next day would not be as peaceful.

Ammonia's instructions were to enter the castle that overlooked
Erathis' Folly, despite the closed drawbridge. While the stonework
around the castle seemed to offer handholds, Ammonia
inexplicably could not maintain stable footing. The stones seemed
to shift ever so slightly around her hands and feet just enough to
keep her from gaining height.

Frustrated, Ammonia was on the verge of giving up when she saw
a little boy staring at her.

“What?” Ammonia snarled at him.

The boy blinked and said, “I heard your funny song last night. I was
supposed to be asleep, but I heard it.”

“So?” Ammonia replied irritably. She didn't need any useless
distractions when on a mission from her Lady.

The boy put his hands behind his back, “I know how to get inside
the castle.”

Ammonia narrowed her eyes, but said nothing.



“Watch!” the boy said, “I saw the butcher do it and it works for me too.”

Without warning, the boy pulled down his trousers, did an about-face, and began to urinate on the wall of the
castle. He intoned, “Gruumsh, scum of the Earth, quench your thirst on liquid fit only for thy divine throat.”

To Ammonia's amazement, a small section of wall opened and the boy clamored inside to show them the way.

After Ammonia rid herself of the child and ushered Richelle to
follow, she found that the castle was mostly deserted. Mostly
deserted because nearly every chamber seemed to contain a host
of the most underpowered, decrepit zombies that Ammonia had
ever encountered. The half-orc had fought enough undead to know
that a few well-timed hacks with her dagger would sever the heads
and end the undeath of these wretches.

Reaching the top of the keep, Ammonia looked around at a bloody
room strewn with body parts and buzzing insects. The half-orc
expected to be keeled over by the stench of rotting meat, but
instead the room smelled wonderful. She raised her blade when a
bent man in a tattered butcher's apron shambled out of the
shadows. But just as quickly, Ammonia lowered her dagger; surely
this man was simply butchering and cooking fine meats to serve
the good people of Erathis' Folly.

In fact, Ammonia found that she was starving. She had to restrain
herself from grabbing a humanoid limb from the ground and taking
a full, slobbering bite. Looking expectantly at the butcher, Ammonia
reached for her coin pouch to purchase some of this delicious
meat.

“Ye'll be wantin' half-orc meat, dearie,” the butcher slurred to
Ammonia.

Indeed, half-orc meat did sound delicious - probably even better 
than fried cruthux legs! Ammonia nodded vigorously and presented a shaking handful of coins to the butcher.
But the butcher simply shook his head and wiped a blood-clotted hand across his mouth.

He said, “No charge, dearie, but I will be needin' the meat. Can't serve no half-orc meat if I don't have none in
stock.”

Ammonia looked confused until the butcher pointed his cleaver at
her meaty thighs. Suddenly Ammonia realized the logic of it all. Her
own meat would be the best of all – fit for the highest royalty! She
stepped slowly toward the butcher, offering her flesh for the
chopping block.

A time of need was nigh and this was when Richelle choose to act.
The cultist of Erathis spread her arms wide and sent a prism burst
of light from her staff toward the drooling butcher.

“BLIGHT OF GRUUMSH, BEGONE!” she boomed.

And with that, the butcher incinerated at an impossible speed. A
charred collection of flesh and bone stood in his place, and a horrid
stench filled the room. Ammonia blinked several times and then
covered her piggish nose with a grubby hand to block the smell.



Richelle turned to Ammonia, pointed at an iron-reinforced lever on
the wall and said, “End it.”

Her hunger pangs gone, Ammonia stepped gingerly over the
smoldering butcher to the cobwebbed lever that hid in the same
shadows from whence the butcher had emerged. Half-orc muscles
bulging, Ammonia pulled the level until she almost felt it snap.
Then something gave way and the earth began to tremble.

Smashing open a door and dragging Richelle behind her, Ammonia
found herself on a ledge outside the keep. Ignoring the falling dust
and bits of detritus, Ammonia clamored up a series of rickety
ladders and stone outcroppings to reach the top of the keep's
bulwarks. Looking to the North, she could finally see the source of
the great commotion that was causing the earth to quiver.

A tremendous stone cog was grinding its way out of the side of the
keep along a narrow track that led to the river. Ammonia stood
riveted as the cog ponderously found its way to the water and
rolled in with a booming splash. The mighty wheel stood well
above the water's surface, and the river lapped violently at this new
obstruction.

"God damn…" Ammonia whispered to herself.

As the river began to back up, it overflowed into the distinctive crater that Ammonia had noticed when first
arriving at the keep. The half-orc casually put her hands behind her head and watched the forces at work
beneath her. The crater was filling rapidly, while at the same time the river flowing East from the keep had dried
to a trickle. Like the cog that had moved deliberately beneath her, the machinery in Ammonia's brain was slowly
crawling toward possible reasons for the activation of this ancient dam.

Fortunately, Ammonia's heavy mental lifting was cut short by bursts of magical energy that seemed to explode
around the battlements and the mountain's base across the river. She had drawn a handful of shurikens before
she realized that she had witnessed the opening of several dozen portals. Armed men wearing the muted red
crests of the Lark's Song city-state streamed from the portals.

But instead of shouting battle cries and waving swords, they moved stealthily across the top of the keep.
Ammonia saw cavalry trotting out of several of the portals on the ground, but they soon moved out of sight
behind the West side of the keep. The men atop of the battlements and across the river concealed themselves
as best they could and readied long bows.

A Captain of the Guard greeted Ammonia and bade her to follow suite in hiding away. Fearful of her position in
what appeared to be a developing war zone, Ammonia did not have to be told twice to disappear into the
shadows.

Hours passed before a lone mounted orc appeared at the dammed river. Dismounting, the creature viewed the
stone obstruction from several different angles. For a few minutes, the orc sat beside the sloshing reservoir,
doing nothing but staring in puzzlement at the scene around him. Finally, he drew out some parchment, hunched
over it for a time with a briskly moving quill, then began to pack up.

"Not long now," the Captain whispered to Ammonia as the orc set off to the East alongside the muddy emptiness
of the riverbed.

The large troop of orcish warriors and engineers that eventually arrived to remove the obstruction of their water
source did not last long in the crossfire of arrows. The few that managed to stagger away were hunted down by
the Lark's Song cavalry. The horsemen regrouped on high ground and waited.

It was then that Richelle, cultist of Erathis, raised her staff and casually obliterated the stone cog which blocked
the river. With a great rushing sound, the reservoir began to empty and the dry river turned into a raging torrent.
When the mass of water had escaped, the cavalry sprung into action and raced after the tidal wave. Ammonia's
eyes followed their path into the distance until they were lost from sight.

*****

Back in the sun-dappled estate of Ammonia's Lady, fried cruthux legs and more were on the menu. Ammonia ate
heartily as her patron debriefed her.



“For years an orcish outpost in the hinterlands has served as a base for the raiding parties that continually
harass the trade routes around Lark's Song.”

She stopped to take a sip of tea and continued, “By cutting off their water supply, the orcs were forced to send a
significant portion of their manpower to remove the obstruction. I think you know what happened to those poor
fools.”

“When Richelle later released the dam, the torrent of water eventually reached the orcish outpost, raising the
sort of havoc that you might imagine. Not many fortresses are equipped to deal with a minor tsunami, nor
several regiments of cavalry in its wake.”

“I think, Ammonia my dear, that Lark's Song will soon see safer times and an economic trade boom. What do
you think of that?”

Ammonia looked up, and with cruthux grease dribbling down her chin, she smiled.

The End
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